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Abstract: Popular small satellites host individual sensors or sensor networks in space but require
ground stations with directional antennas on rotators to download sensors’ data. Such ground
stations can establish a single downlink communication with only one satellite at a time with
high vulnerability to system outages when experiencing severe channel impairments or steering
engine failures. To contribute to the area of improving the reception quality of small satellites
signals, this paper presents a simple receive diversity scheme with proposed processing algorithms
to virtually combine satellite downlink streams collected from multiple omnidirectional receivers.
These algorithms process multiple received versions of the same signal from multiple geographically
separated receiving sites to be combined in one virtual ground station. This virtual ground station
helps detect the intended signal more reliably based only on a network of simple and cooperating
software-defined radio receivers with omnidirectional antennas. The suggested receive diversity
combining techniques can provide significant system performance improvement if compared to
the performance of each individual receiving site. In addition, the probability of system outages is
decreased even if one or more sites experience severe impairment consequences. Simulation results
showed that the bit error rate (BER) of the combined stream is lower than the BER of the best quality
receiving site if considered alone. Moreover, virtual ground stations with cooperative omnidirectional
reception at geographically separated receivers also allow data to be received from multiple satellites
in the same frequency band simultaneously, as software-defined receivers can digitize a wider portion
of the frequency band. This can be a significant conceptual advantage as the number of small satellites
transmitting data grows, and it is reasonable to avoid the corresponding necessary increase in the
number of fully equipped ground stations with rotators.

Keywords: cooperative reception; diversity combining; receive diversity; SIMO; virtual ground station

1. Introduction

Small satellites are popular nowadays and mainly used for monitoring services. They
can host sensors onboard or they can act as radio relays for in-space sensor networks.
Collected sensors’ data is traditionally downloaded through single radio link between
the small satellite and the related steerable ground station. This traditional single radio
scheme is highly vulnerable to outages when experiencing severe channel degradations
or when the steering engine unexpectedly fails. The other downside of such scheme is
the inability to download data from more than one satellite simultaneously. Meanwhile,
signal processing (SP) techniques have been widely developed to be deployed in wireless
communications. One example of such SP involvements is diversity combining where
multiple copies of the same signal are processed to exploit the spatial diversity gain [1].
Spatial diversity is one of the core mechanisms of the new generations of wireless systems
to increase the capacity and reduce the bit error rate (BER) [2,3]. Such configuration would
improve the overall wireless system performance by decreasing the probability of outages
that each separate receiver may have because of some disturbances or any other impairment
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factors [4]. Spatial diversity can be configured at the transmitter, receiver, or even at both
sides with multiple antenna arrangements [4]. Numerous publications on multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) systems have been surveyed in [5] to provide a recapitulated
document for newly interested researchers in such promising field.

This study, however, focused on the receive diversity technique and how it enhances
the wireless system performance without any required modifications at the transmitter side.

To catch up with the requirements of new generations’ communications as well as
the new technology trends, lots of research has been conducted to investigate and utilize
the advantages of spatial diversity in general and receive diversity in specific. Receive
diversity is a widely deployed antenna configuration in MIMO technology applications [6].
For instance, the navigation precision is improved through receive diversity combining
to provide high accuracy location data to the autonomous driving cars [7]. Capable
and professional ground stations can utilize a dual-channel global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) receiver to receive dual-frequency signals simultaneously as presented
in [8] to improve the location accuracy. It was shown in [9] that applying receive diversity
combining at the analog feedback communication system (AFCS) improved the power
bandwidth efficiency and reduced the detected errors. The same study suggested that such
communication system with receive diversity would reach the required error threshold with
less iterations compared to the single receiver system. To improve the system performance
in the presence of multiple interferers, two models of receive diversity combining were
presented in [10] to decrease the error rate. Furthermore, as the fifth generation (5G) wireless
systems are promising for realizing modern and diverse smart cities applications, multiple
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) versions of modulated imaged from
monitored smart homes and smart industries were received and combined with maximal
ratio combining (MRC) to improve the BER at the receiver [11]. Advanced SP methods have
been utilized to enable the base station (BS) to pick the user with the highest signal to noise
ratio (SNR) to stream out through beamforming [12,13]. In the area of energy harvesting,
the receive diversity combining was suggested to increase the harvested RF energy by
using three co-centric dipoles at the receiver [14]. Another receive diversity scheme was
presented in [15] to increase the harvested RF energy using different combining techniques
such as selection combining (SC) and MRC to harvest enough power for the wireless nodes
enabling self-powering of these nodes. The simultaneous reception of two ionospheric-
reflected signals in the range of (3–30) MHz could generate a SNR gain and hence improve
the detection quality of the near vertical incidence skywave (NVIS) system as long as these
two signals were uncorrelated with a correlation coefficient of less than 0.7 [16].

The receive diversity was successfully utilized to increase the transmission capacity
of the optical modulator within its limited bandwidth in [17]. For reducing the outages
probability in mobile networks, a receive diversity system was highly recommended rather
than increasing the transmission power [18]. Due to timing error in OFDM systems, the
BER can highly degrade the system performance. However, the performance of this system
was significantly improved after deploying a receive diversity OFDM scheme instead [19].
The study conducted in [20] revealed that utilizing SIMO scheme for underwater sonar
system enabled the distributed receivers to precisely locate the target despite the hostile
underwater environment. A multi-reception technique also reflected remarkable system
performance of the underwater optical communication (UWOC) system in [21] and the
free space optical (FSO) communication in [22]. Based on the findings presented in [23],
applying receive diversity with MRC on underwater acoustic (UWA) communication
system mitigated the sever underwater multipath effects and reflected higher output SNR
and lesser BER.

To the context of working in shadowed fading channel of inverse gamma, ref. [24]
proposed a receive diversity combining to strengthen the SNR level at the receiver and
increase the capacity of the system. To enhance the signal to interference (SIR) ratio of the
wireless networks with large-scale coverage area, the authors of [25] considered multiple
antennas at the receiver side. Moreover, single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system
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configuration was adopted in [26] to boost up the power of the received signal, mitigate
the interference level at the receiver, and gain a network scaling. The outage probability
at a receiver in a Poisson field of correlated interferes decreased according to [27] when
exploiting multiple receiving antennas with MRC technique. To enhance the chaos-based
radio communications, a SIMO architecture could be deployed especially for systems with
problematic channel estimations [28]. Furthermore, a wireless communication system
utilizing binary phase shift keying (BPSK) scheme was configured and tested in [29] under
different scenarios where receive diversity combining outperformed other scenarios with
the lowest BER value. SISO, 1 × 8 SIMO with MRC, and 1 × 8 multiuser MIMO (MU-
MIMO) configurations were applied and examined on a wireless sensors network for their
effectiveness in reducing sensors off probability in [30]. Out of these tested schemes, the
1 × 8 SIMO with MRC surpassed others in sustaining received signal-to-interference plus
noise ratio (SINR) values of more than the threshold and therefore obtaining the least off
probability. The quality of service (QoS) at mobile devices when receiving signals from
satellites was investigated and tested for service continuity in [31] under two scenarios,
with and without multi connectivity to 5G cellular networks. The multi-connectivity to
a satellite and to cellular networks has ensured a reliable and continuous service at the
mobile receiver, the investigation revealed.

Nowadays, the number of Internet of things (IoT) applications is exponentially grow-
ing, and hence recent research efforts have been more focused on maintaining reliable
services through satellite communications [32]. In this context, this article proposes a
receive diversity scheme based on the maximum likelihood with suggested SP algorithms
as a basic study for the future implementation of omnidirectional ground stations network
with continuous ad-hoc allocation of receiving sites along satellite trajectories to virtual
ground stations. Multiple copies of the same transmitted signal are received by multiple
geographically separated receivers. These multiple receivers cooperatively share these
uncorrelated received versions of the transmitted signal with a virtual ground station to
help detect the message signal more reliably. Doing so, even when one or more receiving
sites are heavily affected by noise or other disturbances, there is still a possibility to retrieve
the original signal from other cooperative sites with lower impairment levels. Hence, the
outage probability of the whole system is significantly decreased. Therefore, the suggested
network contributes mainly to the improvement of the small satellites’ downlink reception
by reducing the BER, tracking more than a satellite at once, extending the communication
window, and providing resistance against outages,

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the conventional single ra-
dio system and moves to the intended SIMO configuration with the suggested system
model. The findings are presented and discussed in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 draws a
brief conclusion.

2. System Description and Design

In communications, a system which involves a single radio link from the transmitter
to the receiver is referred to as single-input single-output system (SISO). Conventional SISO
satellite-to-ground communications are not efficient and reliable in providing guaranteed
QoS coverage due to several reasons, one of which the inability to establish long time
communication [33]. Limited time communication can be established only when a satellite
passes over a ground station and hence no real time network status data can be collected for
necessary dynamic changes [33]. When it comes to the QoS evaluation of digital receivers,
some measures can be used to indicate the system performance and one of them is the
rate of detected errors at the receiver, the measure which is known as the bit error rate
(BER) [34,35]. BER is simply the number of the falsely detected bits to the total number
of the transmitted bits during the observation time. Seeking as low BER as possible is the
main objective of every digital communication link designer. However, different factors
and challenges face the designing procedure as it involves a comprehensive study about
the transmission channel, the surrounding environment, and receiver resources in addition
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to a compatible selection of a modulation scheme. Good consideration of these factors
would consequently lead to a reliable radio communication link with low BER [36].

In this article, the process of receiving copies of the transmitted signal by diversity
sites was simulated in MATLAB using binary frequency shift keying (BFSK)—one of the
basic modulations used by radio-amateur satellites, and the signal quality was degraded
using the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), a simple and powerful model in satellite
communications. For comparison, BER calculation of both SISO (no diversity) and SIMO
systems (with different algorithms of diversity combining) were realized.

To well execute the objective of this paper, we initially carried out the design of the
conventional single communication link system and performed the BER calculation in the
first part of this section. Then, we conducted multi-site cooperative system modeling and
simulation in the following part of the section.

2.1. SISO System

Figure 1 simply visualizes the single radio link between the satellite as a transmitter
and the ground station as a receiver. Such radio communication system utilizing a BFSK
and considering an AWGN channel would be configured as in Figure 2.
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The simulation starts with streaming the input bits, i.e., the message signal (m), in a
unipolar form. Then, since BFSK is a two-dimensional modulation scheme which maps
input data into orthogonal representations, an input (1) is mapped into (1) whereas input
(0) is mapped into (j). These complex symbols are sent from the transmitter’s antenna to the
receiver through the free space as a channel, which was a AWGN channel in our simulation.
Through signal’s propagation, noise is added to the signal and since the transmitted signal
is complex, the noise addition in the simulation is complex as well. Therefore, adding the
complex noise (n) to the complex transmitted signal (X) represents the received signal (r) as
shown in Equation (1):

r = X + n (1)

As mentioned earlier, the transmitted signal X has two representations and conse-
quently, we have two states for the received complex signal as follows:

For input 1, the received signal is: r = ((1 + n) + (0 + n) j) and similarly, for input
0, r = ((0 + n) + (1 + n) j). That would create the detection hypothesis at the receiver to
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compare the real part to the imaginary part of the received signal and decide whether it is
(1) if the real part is greater than the imaginary part and (0) if the other way around. The
detection hypothesis is therefore:

Real (r)

1
>
<
0

Imag(r) (2)

The theoretic BER of the BFSK system was calculated using the error function as well
as the Q function to be plotted and compared to the simulation BER [37,38].

BER =
1
2

er f c

(√
Eb

2No

)
(3)

BER = Q

(√
Eb
No

)
(4)

The simulation and theory BER curves matched, as illustrated in Figure 3, with the
same expected behavior where the system performance was improved when increasing the
energy per bit. Moreover, the performance was further observed over different data rates
at Eb/No of 10 dB and the resulting curve is presented in Figure 4.

Therefore, in order for SISO systems to function efficiently, we must either increase
the transmitted power or to stream out at low signaling rates. However, that would be
totally impractical and against the requirements of new generations’ communications of
high data rate signaling and hostile environment serving. This simply summarizes the
fact that SISO systems are not promising schemes to effectively fulfill the demands of the
upcoming technology trends and thus alternative techniques are needed.
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2.2. SIMO System

The next step was to design the receive diversity system which involves the collec-
tion of multiple copies of the same signal by multiple receive antennas through multiple
independent channels as illustrated in Figure 5.
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As Figure 5 demonstrates, the same message signal (m) is transmitted by the trans-
mitter’s antenna and received by N receive antennas to collect N versions of the received
signals (r1, r2 . . . rN) after being propagated through different and independent channels
(h1, h2 . . . hN). These different paths would reflect different and independent impairment
impacts on the same transmitted signal. Therefore, processing multiple copies of the same
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signal would help in case that one or more of these paths severely degrade the signal
strength by constructing the message signal from the other good quality copies received
by such a system. The received versions are processed and combined in a virtual ground
station (VGS) to exploit the diversity gain, significantly improve the radio link quality, and
decrease the outages probability. The aimed diversity gain can offer the opportunity to
deploy the affordable omnidirectional antennas at the involved ground stations instead
of the directional antennas with their expensive steering equipment. The lesser receiving
antenna gain in this replacement would cause more detection errors which can be later
compensated by the diversity gain. The proposed collaborative omnidirectional ground
stations along with the virtual combining platform is modeled in Figure 6. This model
shows how such network may track more than one satellite simultaneously, utilize omnidi-
rectional receiving antennas, receive uncorrelated downlink replicas propagated through
different independent paths, and provide resistance to outages.
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In terms of system outages as a statistical quantity, (1, 2, . . . , N) earth stations operat-
ing in a single mode would have attenuations of (A1(t), A2(t), . . . , AN(t)), correspondingly.
However, for these Earth stations to cooperatively work in a diversity mode, the coopera-
tive receiving system would have a joint attenuation of AS(t) = min [A1(t), A2(t), . . . AN(t)].
Therefore, the attenuation of the system in a receiving diversity mode would be the min-
imum among all the cooperative Earth stations. Consequently, if one or two stations
are deeply faded with high attenuation level, the receive diversity scheme would still be
able to receive a good quality signal from other sites and share it with those attenuated
stations [39]. Hence, the outage probability of the diversity mode versus single mode is
framed as follows:

Assuming that the probability of outage in a single receiving site is Pout, the probability
of successful reception is (1 − Pout). Suppose we engage two ground stations in the receive
diversity system, then the system reception probability is:

- Success probability of (1 − Pout)2, when both sites are receiving good quality signal;
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- Success probability of (1 − Pout)·(Pout), when only one site is receiving good quality
signal; and

- Outage probability of (Pout·Pout) = Pout
2, when both sites fail to receive good quality signal.

Accordingly, when engaging N Earth stations in the receive diversity system, the
outage probability becomes (PN) which represents significant outages reduction compared
to the conventional single-site systems.

In parallel, the system throughput, a QoS metric in satellite communications to indicate
the number of received packets to the required processing time [40], can be maximized in the
proposed scheme as the cooperative system receives N streams that can be simultaneously
processed at the receiving sites.

After these motivational probabilistic concepts on how this receive diversity scheme
can significantly reduce system outages and enhance the overall performance, the next step
was to analyze the proposed system model.

Once the VGS receives the N downlink replicas with equal data length L, the combining
matrix C is generated to eventually have the dimensions of N-by-L. Subsequently, the VGS
triggers the combining algorithm to combine these multiple streams in a way so that the
resulting combined stream, rc, would have lesser BER than all BERs from the received
versions. If we structure the combining matrix as:

C =

 r1(1) · · · r1(L)
...

. . .
...

rN(1) · · · rN(L)


Then, instead of just selecting the stream rnth out of the received versions based on the

selection combiner (SC) method with respect to the criterion:

min
n∈(1:N)

BER (rnth) (5)

The aimed combined stream rc should achieve even lesser BER and it should be none
of the received versions, i.e.,

min
c/∈(1:N)

BER (rc) (6)

By interpreting the criterion in Equation (6) from the likelihood perspective, the
combined stream’s likelihood, Lc, can be represented as:

Lc ( rc|r1, r2, . . . , rN) (7)

Since the received versions, r1, r2, . . . , rN , are independent, the likelihood is therefore
equivalent to the joint probability mass function (PMF) of these N versions and can be
alternatively expressed as:

N

∏
i=1

Lc (rc|ri) (8)

Equation (8) represents the likelihood quantity the VGS should maximize in the
combining process to provide as good of an estimate of the transmitted stream as possible.
To this context, one concept to reach this goal is to combine these streams with respect to the
maximization of the likelihood function through the selection of the more likely occurring
bit of each column in C to generate rc according to:

rc(k) = mode { r1(k), r2(k), . . . , rN(k)} (9)

where mode is the function that picks the most frequently occurring entry at each column
in C, and k = 1, 2, . . . , L. If we assume that the original transmitted stream is r0, the
probability of detection errors can be expressed as [4]:

Pe(k) = P ( rc(k) 6= r0(k)) (10)
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In general, the minimization of the error probability Pe corresponds to the maximiza-
tion of the probability to provide a good estimate P to the originally transmitted data.
Therefore, in our combining, the virtual ground station should generate a combined stream
rc whose probability is

P ( r0 = rc|r1:N , H) (11)

where H denotes the channels impulse response matrix. The probability in Equation (11)
can be further expressed using the conditional probabilities [4] as follows:

P ( r0 = rc|r1:N , H) =
P (r0 = rc) fr1:N|r0,H (r1:N |r0 = rc, H)

fr1:N|H (r1:N

∣∣∣H)
(12)

where fr1:N|H is the conditional probability density function (PDF) of r1:N given H, while
fr1:N|r0,H is the conditional PDF of r1:N given r0 and H. Since the two terms P (r0 = rc) and

fr1:N|H (r1:N

∣∣∣H) are independents of the aimed rc, the maximization of the probability to
generate good estimated combined stream is therefore reduced to maximizing only the
dependent PDF term:

fr1:N|r0,H (r1:N |r0 = rc, H) (13)

Thus, we can set our maximum likelihood (ML) goal in generating the combined
stream as the combined stream as:

rcML = argmax
rc /∈ r1:N

fr1:N|r0,H (r1:N |r0 = rc, H) (14)

If we reform the conditional PDF term in Equation (14) using the general communi-
cation model of estimating the received signal in a MIMO system r1:N = H r0 + n1:N [4],
we obtain:

fr1:N|r0,H (r1:N |r0 = rc, H) = fn1:N (r1:N − Hrc) (15)

where fn is the PDF of the white Gaussian noise (n), i.e., fn(n) =
1

(πσ2)
n e
−

1
σ2 ‖n‖

2

. Ac-

cordingly, the left side of Equation (15) can be maximized by reducing ‖n‖2 for the aimed
combined stream and hence the maximum likelihood can be achieved if the (r1:N − Hrc) is
minimized based on:

rcML = argmin
rc /∈ r1:N

||r1:N − Hrc||2 (16)

To meet the criterion of distance reduction, i.e., the term ||r1:N − Hrc||2 in Equation (16),
we applied the likelihood modal hypothesis on each column in the matrix C to generate the
combined stream rc. This combining can generate a stream which follows the tendency of
the data towards the original data distribution. Hence, the combined stream can achieve
lesser distance to the original stream than the distance from each received version to the
original data. The proposed combining can be implemented by initially selecting the
first received version out of the N received versions to be the pre-combined stream, rpre_c,
i.e., rpre_c = r1. Then, the combined stream rc is derived from rpre_c or its complement
according to:

rc(k) =
{

rprec(k), i f mode { r1(k), r2(k), . . . , rN(k)} = rprec(k)
rprec(k), Otherwise

(17)

Therefore, the combined stream can be derived from the received versions on a bit-
by-bit inspection of the data tendency in all the received streams. This is promising to
bring data into the combined stream that can better fit the original data distribution. In the
results section, the Euclidean distance (ED) results of the r0-to-rc and r0-to-r1:N can verify
how much reduction in that distance this algorithm can provide.

The MATLAB simulation of the proposed SIMO system can be configured from
multiple SISO links whose simulation steps are detailed in Section 2.1. These SISO links
were degraded with different impairment levels to create independent and uncorrelated
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received versions of the same transmitted data. Therefore, the simulation started with
generating random unipolar data and then mapping these input bits into complex BFSK
symbols. In the next step, N complex AWGN streams were generated and added to form N
multiple uncorrelated versions of the received signal to be fed to the detector. The detection
process passed the detected bit stream from each received version to the VGS to establish
the combining square matrix C where the nth row corresponds to detected bits from the
nth receiving site. The VGS hence started applying the maximum likelihood hypothesis
expressed in Equation (17) on that square matrix based on vertical bit disagreement rule.
This maximum likelihood detection was performed at the combining matrix in an ascending
tempo starting from the 1st row to the Nth one representing the possibilities of combining
multiple streams gradually. Therefore, the first case represents conventional single stream
detection as it performed detection on the first row only. The following step was for two
sites combining and so on until the last trial was for combining all the N receiving sites
together. This helped visualize the system BER improvement when gradually increasing
the number of cooperative sites. The simulation was performed on a million-bit data stream
received by 14 uncorrelated sites with SNRs of (0–13) dB.

3. Results and Discussion

The BER results of the combining trials are presented in Figure 7. It is clear to see
that the BER improved as we combined more receiving sites. Interesting behavior in
the combining trials was that the BER of the system slightly improved when observing
two successive trials from an odd number of sites to an even number. On the other
hand, there was significant BER improvement between two successive trials when the
first trial was for an even number of sites and the following trial was odd. This behavior
was due to the fact that the detection hypothesis was based on the bit disagreement rule
which has more errors likely to occur when the number of entrees is even. To enhance
the performance of the system even more and to overcome this drawback, couple of SP
techniques were proposed and examined for optional further improvement. So far, the
presented combining algorithm neither required quality metrics evaluations (e.g., SNR)
nor involved any weighting. However, the following suggested further improvement
techniques would require metrics evaluation, but no weighting would be needed.
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3.1. Exclusion of the Worst Stream

Exclusion of the worst stream was the first technique to improve the performance.
This technique could be implemented after calculating the BER of all received versions
and then deciding the stream with the highest BER value to be the worst quality stream.
Then, the VGS formed the combining matrix C from all versions but the worst one, as
illustrated in Figure 8a, and consequently the combining process was done without the
worst stream which was holding the system’s performance back by introducing more
possible errors to the combined stream than the rest streams. Doing so, the detection
weight of the better-quality streams increased while nulling the detection weight of the
worst stream.
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3.2. The Best Stream Replacing the Worst One

The best stream replacing the worst stream could be also implemented to improve
the results even more. After calculating the BER of all received streams, the highest BER
stream was replaced with the lowest BER stream (i.e., the best quality stream replacing the
worst quality stream as demonstrated in Figure 8b). Eventually, the combining algorithm
combined all versions based on doubled detection weight for the best quality stream and
no weight for the worst version which improved the results even further.
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3.3. The Best Stream Is Repeatedly Injected

The third optional technique that could be implemented in the proposed cooperative
system is when the best stream is repeatedly injected. Out of the received versions, the one
with the lowest BER could be repeatedly tailed to the combining matrix, as visualized in
Figure 8c, at each combining trial. This could gradually impose more detection weight to
the best stream and hence achieve less errors at the combined stream.

The improvement techniques can be modeled the same as the raw combining in Equa-
tions (16) and (17) except the required pre-combining procedures of each technique. For
instance, in the first technique, the worst stream should be excluded out of the combining
matrix and then the same modeling applied for combining the new (N − 1)-by-L combining
matrix C, as demonstrated earlier, to get the following ML criteria:

rcML = argmin
rc /∈ r1:N−1

||r1:N−1 − Hrc||2 (18)

where the initial assumption of rpre_c = r1 can be also valid then modified to get the rc
based on:

rc(k) =
{

rprec(k), i f mode { r1(k), r2(k), . . . , rN−1(k)} = rprec(k)
rprec(k), Otherwise

(19)

Table 1 lists the achieved BER of each suggested SP technique versus the raw combin-
ing BER values. Excluding the worst stream out of the combined streams reflected slight
improvement compared to the original combining BER values. Replacing that worst stream
with the best stream improved the performance even more. The best achieved BER values
were when always injecting the best stream into the combining matrix which reached zero
error at six receiving sites combining.

Table 1. BER results from raw receive diversity and proposed SP algorithms.

No. of Sites Raw Worst Excluded Worst Replaced Best Tailed

1 0.26862 0.26862 0.26862 0.26862
2 0.25414 0.21686 0.11775 0.05261
3 0.13884 0.10295 0.0468 0.00645
4 0.12037 0.08797 0.05483 0.00044
5 0.05619 0.03321 0.01966 2 × 10−5

6 0.04439 0.025 0.01785 0
7 0.01624 0.00694 0.00501 0
8 0.01131 0.00445 0.00362 0
9 0.00301 0.00087 0.00069 0
10 0.00183 0.00041 0.0004 0
11 0.00029 5 × 10−5 6 × 10−5 0
12 0.00013 2 × 10−5 4 × 10−5 0
13 3 × 10−5 0 0 0
14 1 × 10−5 0 0 0

Figure 9 presents the simulation BER results of the original combining algorithm as
well as the three proposed algorithms in linear and logarithmic scales.

The three SP algorithms improved the system performance in achieving less detected
errors compared to the raw combining. Rejecting the worst quality stream slightly enhanced
the system performance with more than 50% errors reduction in the combining trials of
more than seven sites. Replacing the worst stream with the best stream led to even better
performance. In the last proposed technique, the best stream was repeatedly tailed to the
combining matrix, imposing more detection weight for the least corrupted received signal
version. Doing so, the system achieved zero errors detection as early as when only six
sites were engaged. Figure 9b does not show that achieved zero BER due to the infinitive
logarithmic quantities which explains why linear scale curves are also provided.
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The Euclidean distance (ED) can be measured to indicate how close the received
versions as well as the combined one are from the original message stream through:

EDa,b = sqrt
(
(a− b) ∗ (a− b)′

)
where a and b can be any signal vectors of the same length. In a million-bit length of data
streams, the least calculated ED between the message and the received versions r1:N was
18.0831, whereas it was only 3.1623 between the message signal and the combined stream
rc. This reflects how alike the combined stream and the original message are and how well
the combined stream approached the original data distribution.

The proposed improvement algorithms were tested for consistency to different data
sample sizes and showed great scalability by reflecting the same system behavior. Table 2
summarizes the elapsed execution times for the 1-milion data set used in this study in
addition to other different data lengths.
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Table 2. Elapsed time in (sec.) taken by the algorithms to combine 14 streams.

Data Length Worst Excluded Worst Replaced Best Tailed

1 × 106 1 9.439559 10.967350 19.539677
1 × 105 0.948979 1.131833 2.061516
1 × 104 0.108183 0.130703 0.256498
1 × 103 0.043260 0.050263 0.056976
2 × 106 18.795995 21.877629 38.563990

1 Denotes the used data length in this study.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the traditional satellite-to-ground station communication system is
highly vulnerable to outages and not in favor of the new generations of wireless communi-
cations trends since its performance is significantly degradable when the data rate is high
and the received signals are deeply faded. In addition, a ground station in such single
radio link can only track one satellite at a time through steerable high-gain antenna. The
unexpected mechanical failures of the antenna rotator then create another cause of outages.

To avoid the consequences of such circumstances, the receive diversity combining
was recommended to significantly improve the satellite downlink reception quality. This
work proposed a network of ground stations with affordable omnidirectional antennas
instead of the high-gain antennas to cooperatively receive multiple replicas of the same
downlink signal to be demodulated and then combined. Combining multiple independent
and uncorrelated copies of a satellite downlink signal based on maximum likelihood
helped reduce detection errors. Deploying the proposed cooperative reception scheme on
14 separate omnidirectional ground stations created sufficient diversity gain to compensate
the lesser receiving antenna gain and hence achieved significant reduction in the BER for the
combined stream. The combined stream achieved lesser ED to the original data if compared
to all other received versions. The suggested combining algorithm neither requires SNR
calculations nor involves weightings. However, additional three improvement techniques
that require quality metrics were examined and can be utilized for further improvement.
Excluding the worst stream in the combining matrix reflected better system performance.
Replacing the worst stream with the best stream imposed more weight of the less corrupted
signal version and consequently performed even better. The best algorithm was when
always tailing the best candidate into the combining matrix which significantly improved
the system performance, achieving zero detected errors at the six sites combining trial. The
algorithms were tested against different data lengths and showed great scalability with
reasonable processing elapsed times.

The presented cooperative reception scheme of the omnidirectional ground stations
along with the virtual combining platform can achieve lower BER with less required Eb/No,
track more than a satellite at once, extend the communication window, provide resistance
against outages, exploit the available online open source SDR networks for streaming the
data out through the Internet, and offer to replace the expensive directive antennas and
their steering engines with much affordable omnidirectional antennas.
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